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Barnum's Own Story
Wind tunnels, torrential rains, and earthquakes tear apart Casden. The cause of
the world's imbalance is unknown, but the mounting occurrences suggest there's
little time before life ceases to exist. Rydan Gale and Akara Nazreth are the only
humans with the ability to wield magic. The tattoo on their necks and the discovery
of an ancient book explaining the importance of a blue stone dictate they are the
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key to the world's survival. But the greatest obstacle for saving mankind isn't the
natural disasters, extreme betrayals and magic-fearing men hunting them. It's that
Akara doesn't believe the world is worth saving.

Mr. Right Goes Wrong
Did Laila really say that? Not in her wildest dreams, not till sometime ago Laila is
on the entertainment beat-a world full of vain heroines, egoistic superstars,
spirited item girls, prissy celebs To top it all, life in the newsroom is a series of
deadline-driven bloopers. Adding to the mayhem is sexy Bollywood journo-turneditem girl Latika; Chiki, the reporter who is obsessed with a superstar; awardwinning super hack Indumati; and their razor-sharp and hard-to-please editor
Bunny. Caught between her ambition to excel, a live-in boyfriend who feels
ignored, and a father who is ashamed of her career choice, Laila realizes that the
life of an entertainment reporter is not the glamour ride she had expected
because, on the Garbage Beat, reporting is a harrowing, ball-crushing, backbreaking affair.

100 Outlandish Proverbs
The founder of the influential blog by the same name shares his secrets for
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choosing colors that work for different rooms in a house, demonstrating strategic
applications of color shades and combinations for walls, floors, furniture, fabrics
and accessories. 40,000 first printing.

Decoding Bollywood
Bright Bazaar
'India Today' magazine recently conducted a poll to find the 'greatest Indian'.
Gandhi, Nehru? No it was the atheist Marxist revolutionary Bhagat Singh.

My Yummy Mummy Guide
The original autobiography of the World's Greatest Showman, P.T. Barnum, now
translated to modern English and complete with images of his amazing groundbreaking acts.

N for Nourish
A natural history of the supernatural from Roger Clarke, lifelong investigator into
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England's creepiest real-life ghost stories 'Is there anybody out there?' No matter
how rationally we order our lives, few of us are completely immune to the
suggestion of the uncanny and the fear of the dark. The subject of whether ghosts
exist has fascinated some of the finest minds in history and it remains a subject of
overwhelming interest today. This is the first comprehensive, authoritative and
readable history of the evolution of the ghost in the west, examining as every good
natural history should, the behaviour of the subject in its preferred environment:
the stories we tell each other. What explains sightings of ghosts? Why do they
fascinate us? What exactly did the haunted see? What did they believe? And what
proof is there? Taking us through the key hauntings that have obsessed the world
from the poltergeist of Cock Lane through the true events that inspired The Turn of
the Screw and the dark events of Borley Rectory right up to the present day, Roger
Clarke unfolds a story of class conflict, charlatans and true believers. His surprising
castlist ranges from Samuel Johnson to John Wesley, and from Harry Houdini to
Adolf Hitler. Inspired by a childhood spent in two haunted houses, Roger Clarke has
spent much of his life trying to see a ghost. Written as grippingly as the best ghost
fiction, A Natural History of Ghosts takes us on an unforgettable hunt through the
most haunted places of the last five hundred years and our longing to believe.

Maserati
‘Divya writes of difficult times with candour and heart-rending simplicity’ Shabana
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Azmi Capturing the beauty of a mother–daughter relationship, Divya Dutta in this
moving memoir celebrates her mother’s struggles to turn her into the woman she
is today. Divya walks us through the most intimate memories of her life, those that
strengthened her relationship with her mother. The incredible bond she forged with
her mother helped her through tragedies and difficulties, discouragements and
failures and led her to become an award-winning actor of stature, both in the Hindi
as well as the Punjabi film industry. Me and Ma is a celebration of Divya’s
exemplary achievements. It is also an honest, intimate and heartfelt tribute to the
force behind her success—her mother.

Women en Large
Karisma Kapoor has played many roles—from successful actor to
businesswoman—but her favourite is being mother to her two beautiful children,
Samaira and Kiaan. In My Yummy Mummy Guide, she shares with you all her
experiences from managing her pregnancy to losing all the weight afterwards to
disciplining her kids. Here is great advice on finding the perfect maternity outfits,
decorating your children’s rooms, juggling work life and motherhood, and planning
the most stylish kiddie parties. From the first trimester to school’s first semester,
from growing-up issues to teen fads, My Yummy Mummy Guide is the most funfilled best friend any mother could have. • How to be glam at 40 weeks • Finding
that perfect nanny • Managing me time • Losing 24 kg in 9 months
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Sculpt and Shape
Ghost Rider made his first appearance in Tim Holt issue #11, published by
Magazine Enterprises, in May, 1949. The character combined a mixture of two
distinct genres: horror and western. Ghost Rider was created by artist Dick Ayers
and writer Ray Krank for the title's editor, Vincent Sullivan. In the original story,
Ghost Rider is the Calico Kid and his horse is called Ebony. The only person who
knows his true identity is Sing Song his Chinese sidekick. His persona changed in
the second outing, this time he was Rex Fury, a Federal Marshal and his horse was
now renamed Spectre. The Ghost Rider's fate was sealed with introduction of the
Comics Code Authority in 1954. The CCA was formed by the comic book industry
amid concern about 'inappropriate material' in many comic books, this included
horror and Ghost Rider was shelved.

Light for Visual Artists
Autobiographical reminiscences of Abhijeet Sawant, first Indian idol music contest
winner.

A Natural History of Ghosts
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Cat O' Nine Tales
Kareena Kapoor was born to be a star! In her first-ever book, the ultimate glamour
girl lets you into her fabulous life and reveals her best-kept style and beauty
secrets. Bebo’s fashion, beauty and make-up tricks and tips! Get a Size Zero body
with Bebo’s diet and fitness regime Replicate her looks from all her hit films Learn
about Bebo’s must-visit hotels and restaurants Learn how to treat and dress your
man right and the inside story of the romance with Saif Ali Khan

The Red Rose Box
Painstaking historical and technical research has laid the foundations for this book
covering the entire history of one of Italy's most prestigious and legendary car
manufacturers. The fascinating story of the Modena factory is closely intertwined
with the most significant events that took place in the continual process of socioeconomic and industrial development and transformation that has characterized
Italy over the last eighty years. All Maserati enthusiasts will appreciate the true
nucleus of the book composed of technical files reviewing every car, model by
model, from the Tipo 26 of 1926 through to advance information on the
forthcoming production. The texts are complemented by a superb range of
illstrations featuring rare archive photographs and carefully selected technical
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drawings. Covers Maserati production from 1926 to 2003 including racing and road
cars, engines for cars and boats built by other companies and commercial war
vehicles. Includes the story of the Maserati brothers from 1887 until the
establishment of OSCA, plus the story of racing in the early Twenties with Isotta
Fraschini and Diatto, up to the last Quattroporte model. Contains detailed lay-outs
of all the models produced, chassis numbers of all cars manufactured each year, a
description of production modifications and the number of examples built of each
model. Packed with vintage pictures and photographs of lovingly restored cars. The
comprehensive story of one of the most glorious car manufacturers the world has
known.

Fraction of Stone
Barnum's career of showmanship and charlatanry was marked by a surprising
undercurrent of honesty. In this classic of self-accusation and self-justification, he
reveals the stories behind his hoaxes and publicity stunts. Illustrations throughout.

The Style Diary of a Bollywood Diva
Mohammed Rafi, 1924-1980, Hindi motion picture singer.
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Power Girl
From internationally bestselling author R.K. Lilley comes a scorching new series
with melt-the-pages tension and all-consuming angst. It’s love, it’s war and it’s
Scarlett and Dante’s story. DESTRUCTION. BETRAYAL. RUINATION. TRUE LOVE.
Breaking Her Book Two in the Love is War Duet. This is the conclusion of Scarlett
and Dante's story. SCARLETT He had done it again. Ravaged me. Burned me.
Broken me. Given me air, only to leave me gasping, writhing. But then something
changed. Something that terrified and excited me both. Something that utterly
destroyed me. Something that made me whole again. DANTE Our love was cursed
from the start. She didn't know it but I did. All she knew was that I'd lied to her,
betrayed her. Done unforgivable things. Unavoidable things. Yes, I had broken
promises as surely as I had broken her heart. But, just as every war has casualties,
and every lie has consequences–every bastard has his reasons.

Pregnancy Notes: Before, During & After
Returning home after a bad-choice-making spree, single mother Mazy is torn
between two very different men--her ex, who swears he has changed, and Eli, a
childhood friend who has been in love with her since the second grade.
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The Big Cloud
‘Easily the best Urdu scholar in the West.’ Shamsur Rehman Farouqi ‘Marion
Molteno has mined a substantial corpus of Russell’s writings to string together his
most valuable insights into the genre of ghazal to prepare the uninitiated reader
for the final feast of Ghalib’s ghazals in English translation. And what a magnificent
feast it is!’ M. Asaduddin, Jamia Millia Islamia The second edition of Ralph Russell’s
critically acclaimed The Famous Ghalib has been put together according to
guidance left by the author/translator before his death in 2008. This book
introduces Ghalib to anyone who wants to find out why his poetry has inspired
generations of Urdu speakers and many others besides. It explains the form of
poetry in which Ghalib wrote, and how he used its symbolism to express his
response both to the universal experiences of life and to the times that he himself
lived through. With over 200 couplets in Ralph Russell’s translations, alongside the
original Urdu – and also transcribed using both English and Hindi scripts, this is a
must have for all poetry lovers. The translations are as concise as the original,
matching Ghalib’s intensity with words chosen to convey precise meaning; and
they do this in English which flows naturally and with unobtrusive poetic metre.

The True Life of the World's Greatest Showman
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• Nita Ambani launched the Indian Super League, on the lines of FIFA, to boost
football in India • Sudha Murty gave her savings to her husband, Narayana Murthy,
to help start Infosys • Naina Lal Kidwai was the first Indian woman to graduate
from Harvard Business School • Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw started Biocon with a seed
capital of Rs10,000 • At the age of sixteen, Sania Mirza became the youngest and
the first Indian woman to win a Grand Slam These are some snippets from She
Walks, She Leads which profiles twenty-six iconic women in modern India. These
leaders tell their stories, up close and personal. Their relentless ambition to shatter
the glass ceiling, their pursuit for excellence and the challenges that came their
way – all of this is captured vividly in this exclusive anthology. Each chapter is
based on extensive research and has never-seen-before photographs of these
luminaries. The chapters are followed by interviews with their companions and
close confidants who have seen them grow over the years. The women leaders
profiled in the book come from different fields like banking, media, cinema, sports,
fashion, philanthropy and industry.

The Ghost Rider
Romantic novel for teenagers. Valentina, a talented young dancer, travels from
Sydney to Moscow to dance in the ballet 'Romeo and Juliet'. She falls in love with
Alexei, a Kirov dancer, to the dismay of her dancing partner, and her manipulative
mother. The author is an actress who is currently appearing in the long-running TV
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serial 'Home and Away', and author of 'Seduced by Fame'.

The Life of P.T. Barnum
Some like Farah Khan and Zoya Akhtar had sterling antecedents but it took a tough
childhood and intermittent assignments on film sets to win the box office with Om
Shanti Om and Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara; while Ashutosh Gowarikar auditioned for
folk dances and failed with his debut film, Lagaan created cinematic history; and
Anurag Basu had to first dance as a background extra and later overcome cancer
to witness Barfi win hearts and awards. These and other hitherto unfamiliar stories
of directors belonging to the "100 crore club" like Rohit Shetty and Rakeysh
Omprakash Mehra; the adventurous Kabir Khan; and the maverick, Mahesh Bhatt
take us through the unusual lives of 15 filmmakers of extraordinary films.Sonia
Golani achieves the incredible by sitting each director down to candidly discuss the
hype around the Oscars; the exclusivity of the "100 crore club"; effect of
corporatization and much more. Decoding Bollywood is more about demystifying
the "world of Bollywood" than a mere decoding of 15 directors who have created
benchmarks in their respective genres for generations to follow.

Karachi, You’re Killing Me!
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Ayesha is a twenty-something reporter in one of the world’s most dangerous cities.
Her assignments range from showing up at bomb sites and picking her way
through scattered body parts to interviewing her boss’s niece, the couture-cupcake
designer. In between dicing with death and absurdity, Ayesha despairs over the
likelihood of ever meeting a nice guy, someone like her old friend Saad, whose
shoulder she cries on after every romantic misadventure. Her choices seem limited
to narcissistic, adrenaline-chasing reporters who’ll do anything to get their next
story—to the spoilt offspring of the Karachi elite who’ll do anything to cure their
boredom. Her most pressing problem, however, is how to straighten her hair
during the chronic power outages. Karachi, You’re Killing Me! is Bridget Jones’s
Diary meets The Diary of a Social Butterfly—a comedy of manners in a city with
none.

Education of Sophie
Studying in a very strict junior college for uniformed 18 year olds, living with her
parents, the very Innocent Sophie ignores sex and loathes the bad taunts of her
frustrated colleagues. Then she receives a folder of photographs that make her
think with her brain and with other parts of her body that remind her of their
presence. Willing to further her sensual discoveries, she is caught in a whirlwind of
sexual activity that take her from the first steps to an advanced degree in pervery
in a few easy (and highly detailed for our viewing pleasure) lessons. An early
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incamation of fan favorite Twenty, Sophie is the charming young woman everyone
would like to er..protect and everyone does.

The Execution of Bhagat Singh
This volume offers the 1855 memoir of the American showman and founder of
Barnum & Bailey Circus.

Breaking Her
When booze smugglers Jai and Mike reconsider their options after another close
brush with the law, their friend Aziz, a corporate lawyer comes up with a plan for
all of them to rake in even more money with less risk. Setting up an undetectable,
foolproof scam, the boys who grew up together in the same London neighbourhood
are now going to grow rich together, and quick. As with the best laid plans, they’d
not counted on a few bumps along the way in the form of the intrepid fraud
investigator who picks up on their trail, and Pam, the femme fatale whose sari
blouses leave less to the imagination than bikinis, who has her eye set firmly on
Jai. Knowing you have to risk it big to make it big, the boys put everything on the
line in this high-speed thrill ride of a novel. But will they come out laughing or are
they walking into a trap?
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Doing Life
Born on a distant planet, Kara Zor-L is looking for a fresh start in a place renowned
for giving people a second chance: New Yourk City! But its newest, super-powered
protector isn't the only one with big-city dreams A terrifying storm turns Manhattan
into a nightmare when it's besieged by fear-inducing robots. In no time, Power
Girl's life goes from zero to crazy, and that's only the first wave of the UltraHumanite's insane assault! With the fate of her new home hanging in the balance,
can Power Girl dissuade her brilliant enemy and a trio of party-crashing, alien
marauders from taking a bite out of the Big Apple? The action never stops in the
city that doesn't sleep!

A Journey
* Tiger populations the world over are endangered* A unique look at individual
tigers and family groups* Written and photographed by a former government
official, actress and photographer well-versed in Ranthambhore's more remote
locationsRanthambhore National Park is a vast wildlife reserve in Rajasthan,
northern India. It is a former royal hunting ground and home to tigers, leopards and
marsh crocodiles. Its landmarks - both natural and manmade - include the
imposing 10th-century Ranthambhore Fort, the Ganesh Mandir temple, and Padam
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Talao Lake, known for its abundance of water lilies. It is one of the world's finest
places to view wildlife. The Park is also a crucial tiger habitat. As Rhajastan's
former Minister for Tourism, as well as for Forests and the Environment, Bina Kak
had unprecedented access to the Park. There she focused on individual tigers,
tigresses, and tiger families. Unlike other photography books on the Park, this book
focuses on the unique traits - or personalities - of single animals or groups, for
example how a male tiger mothered his cubs when they were separated from the
tigress. Her stunning photographs include views not easily accessible or are
completely unavailable to other photographers, and will certainly appeal to
conservationists, environmentalists, travelers, those interested in nature
photography, or anyone engaged with the future of these magnificent animals.

How Not To Make Money
Cat o'Nine Tales is the fifth collection of irresistible short stories from the master
storyteller. Ingeniously plotted, with richly drawn characters and Jeffrey Archer's
trademark of deliciously unexpected conclusions, this new collection has the added
bonus of thirteen charming illustrations by the internationally acclaimed artist
Ronald Searle. Some of these twelve stories were inspired by the two years Jeffrey
Archer spent in prison, including the story of a company chairman who tries to
poison his wife while on a trip to St. Petersburg---with unexpected consequences.
"The Red King" is a tale about a con man who discovers that an English lord
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requires one more chess piece to complete a set that would be worth a fortune. In
another tale of deception, "The Commissioner," a Bombay con artist ends up in the
morgue after he uses the police chief as bait in his latest scam. "The Perfect
Murder" reveals how a convict manages to remove an old enemy while he's locked
up in jail, and then set up two prison officers as his alibi. In "Charity Begins at
Home," an accountant realizes he has achieved nothing in his life, and sets out to
make a fortune before he retires. And then there is Archer's favorite, "In the Eye of
the Beholder," in which a handsome star athlete falls in love with a three-hundredpound woman . . . who happens to be the ninth-richest woman in Italy. Jeffrey
Archer is the only author to have topped international bestseller lists with his
fiction, nonfiction, and short stories. Cat o'Nine Tales is Archer at his best: witty,
poignant, sad, surprising, and unforgettable.

Me and Ma
Devotion and dedication, love and longing, strength and vulnerability, all find
expression in Narendra Modi's poetry. This English translation of verses originally
written in Gujarati transports us into the poet's mind-his voice, his vision and his
thoughts.While the story of Mr Modi's rise from humble beginnings to high political
office is well documented, what is not well known is his journey in verse.
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Succeed and Grow Rich Through Persuasion
If you are preparing for pregnancy, are pregnant or have just delivered, Pregnancy
Notes has got you covered. Rujuta Diwekar takes you through the journey, with
tips for even before you get pregnant, till after you deliver your bundle of joy. Each
stage includes notes on food, exercise and recovery. Also included are heritage
recipes from across the country, so you can mine the wisdom of our grandmothers.
This is a must-have guide for every woman.

Silent Sentinels of Ranthambhore
Our culture is addicted to weather: hourly forecasts, apps, radio, TV channels,
alerts, warnings, and watches. And understandably—our food, clothing, livelihoods,
and, increasingly, safety are tied directly to the weather and climate change. In
The Big Cloud, photographer Camille Seaman stands in front of tornados, at the
edges of lightning storms, and in pelting hail under pitch-black skies to capture
supercells and mammatus clouds in their often sublime and terrifying splendor. In
these awe-inspiring photographs, Seaman's work is a potent reminder that there is
no art more dramatic, in scale or emotion, than that created by nature. Big Cloud
includes an introduction by award-winning New Yorker science writer and author
Alan Burdick (Out of Eden, Why Time Flies).
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She Walks, She Leads
Aapka Abhijeet
Do you know how Katrina Kaif manages to stay injury-free? Or how Deepika
Padukone maintains her washboard abs? Pilates is the answer! Trainer to the stars
Yasmin Karachiwala and internationally known Pilates instructor Zeena Dhalla
bring the Pilates method, which has revolutionized fitness around the world, to
India. Yasmin and Zeena take the original routine to a whole new level of precision
and power. Sculpt and Shape: The Pilates Way will show you how tochange the
shape of your body by teaching you more about your posture and how to improve
it. From secret fitness formulas of stars like Kareena Kapoor, Alia Bhatt and Malaika
Arora Khan, among many others, to practical tips and techniques on nutrition,
breathing and everyday living that are essential to shaping your body from the
inside out, this book has it all. So, are you ready to look your best?

Mohammed Rafi
In this remarkable book, Napoleon Hill, whose world bestseller, Think and Grow
Rich, has shown millions of people the way to success, reveals the most potent and
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practical part of his famous formula: the art of persuasion.

Guns & Thighs
Light for Visual Artists is the first book to look at the way light can be used to
create realistic and fantastical effects in a wide range of visual media. It is a
valuable resource for animators, digital illustrators, painters, photographers, and
artists working in any medium. Clearly written by a practicing illustrator, this book
is essentialreading for both students and professional artists.

The Famous Ghalib
In 1953, Leah Hopper dreams of leaving the poverty and segregation of her home
in Sulphur, Louisiana, and when Aunt Olivia sends train tickets to Los Angeles as
part of her tenth birthday present, Leah gets a first taste of freedom.

Bewitched
Do you know why eating right is so important? Because it's food that makes you
zip through classes, tear across the football field or win that game of chess. The
right diet influences your mood, your thoughts and even your ability to have fun.
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With the aid of innovative models and striking visuals, this book will help you
understand the components of a healthy diet, what makes the five fingers of
nutrition (and how they turn into a power-packed punch) and the importance of
sleep, water and exercise in your day-to-day life. Not only does this contain the
ABCs of nutrition but also a series of amazing facts about how food can change
your life. N for Nourish will make you look at yourself and what you eat in an
absolutely new light!

Capturing Camelot
In these delightfully candid musings about his life and his cinema, RGV reveals the
man behind pioneering Telugu and Hindi films such as Shiva, Rangeela, Satya,
Sarkar, Bhoot and Company. Discussing a wide range of subjects, from the
influences and circumstances that drew him to films to his cinematic techniques,
his successful and unsuccessful films, his Bollywood idols, his relations with the
media and the controversies dogging him, Guns & Thighs is as much about RGV's
life and philosophy of life as about his films and the Indian film world.
Characteristically, he pulls no punches, whether he's talking about movies, women
or the media. Even when it comes to his own films, he embraces his failures as
much his successes and dissects them with rare honesty and humility. Refreshingly
contrarian and politically incorrect, this book discloses a perspective as colourful
and larger than life as Indian films. It is not for RGV fans alone but for all those
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passionate about cinema and the people associated with it.

Garbage Beat
A bestselling author goes behind the lens of a legendary photographer to capture a
magical time A consummate photojournalist, Stanley Tretick was sent by United
Press International to follow the Kennedy campaign of 1960. The photographer
soon befriended the candidate and took many of JFK's best pictures during this
time. When Kennedy took office, Tretick was given extensive access to the White
House, and the picture magazine Look hired him to cover the president and his
family. Tretick is best known today for the photographs he took of President
Kennedy relaxing with his children. His photographs helped define the American
family of the early sixties and lent Kennedy an endearing credibility that greatly
contributed to his popularity. Accompanied by an insightful, heartwarming essay
from Kitty Kelley—Tretick's close friend—about the relationship between the
photographer and JFK, Capturing Camelot includes some of the most memorable
images of America's Camelot and brings to life the uniquely hopeful historical era
from which it emerged.
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